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ABSTRACT 
This doctoral thesis is focused on the development of the data processing algorithm for Laser-Induced 
Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) device capable of in-situ and in real-time classification and 
quantification of samples. The major part of work, namely the whole experimental part for this thesis, 
was conducted at the Federal Institute for Material Research and Testing (BAM) in Berlin, Germany 
where a simple LIBS system was constructed. In parallel to experimental work, the literature was 
surveyed with the aim to give a thorough view on the usage of chemometrics in the LIBS community. 
The application of chemometric algorithms on LIBS data is generally recommended when more 
complex data sets are obtained. 
“The success of LIBS as a field-portable point detector of chemical and biological 
warfare agents requires the development and optimization of statistical methods for 
rapidly analysing complex spectra obtained in the field,” 
Munson et al. from the U.S. Army Research Laboratory, USA [1]. 
The research was primarily aimed on the capability of LIBS for quantitative analysis and 
classification of igneous rocks. Variety of samples was measured employing simple LIBS system. 
The sample set was compiled from certified reference materials as well as from real samples collected 
directly at copper mines in Iran. The samples from Iran were classified in-situ by an experienced 
geologist and the copper content was estimated at the University of Clausthal, Germany. Even though 
the certified reference materials were analysed the resulted calibration curve was highly nonlinear. 
For each individual rock type the relevant part of the calibration curve was observed under different 
trend. This separation of the calibration curve was assigned to the so-called matrix effect which 
strongly affects the LIBS measurement. In other words, when different matrices with complex 
composition are analysed at once the quantitative analysis employing the univariate calibration curves 
may not be reliable. Moreover, the normalization of such calibration curves using the intensity of 
selected matrix element lines did not let to a significant improvement in their linearity. It is generally 
not possible to pick up one line which could perform the linearization independently on the complex 
data matrices. Chemometric algorithms, such as principal component regression (PCR) and partial 
least squares regression (PLSR), were used for multivariate calibration. PCR and PLSR may 
compensate the matrix effect to a certain extent. Furthermore, samples were successfully classified 
based on their spectral fingerprint (i.e. composition of matrix elements) employing principal 
component analysis (PCA) and Kohonen’s selfs-organizing maps. 
On the basis of theory and results, a solution for the reliable classification and quantification of 
unknown samples is proposed. The whole study should contribute to the processing of the analytical 
data measured by the in-situ stand-off LIBS device which is currently being constructed at Brno 
University of Technology in Brno, Czech Republic. However, LIBS can fulfil its potential as the 
versatile and irreplaceable technique for in-situ classification and quantitative analysis only when 
utilized with chemometric algorithms and data libraries. For those purposes, fragment of the data 
library was already established and tested for the application of LIBS to mining industry. 
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ABSTRAKT 
Tato doktorská práce je zaměřena na vývoj algoritmu ke zpracování dat naměřených zařízením pro 
spektrometrii laserem indukovaného plazmatu (angl. LIBS). Zařízení LIBS s tímto algoritmem by 
mělo být následně schopno provést třídění vzorků a kvantitativní analýzu analytu in-situ a v reálném 
čase. Celá experimentální část této práce byla provedena ve Spolkovém institutu pro materiálový 
výzku a testování (něm. BAM) v Berlíně, SRN, kde byl sestaven elementární LIBS systém. Souběžně 
s experimentílní prací byl vytvořen přehled literárních zdrojů s cílem podat ucelený pohled na 
problematiku chemometrických metod používaných k analýze LIBS měření. Použití 
chemometrických metod pro analýzu dat získaných pomocí LIBS měření je obecně doporučováno 
především tehdy, jsou-li analyzovány vzorky s komplexní matricí. 
Vývoj algoritmu byl zaměřen na kvantitativní analýzu a třídění vyvřelých hornin na základě měření 
pomocí LIBS aparatury. Sada vzorků naměřených použitím metody LIBS sestávala z certifikovaných 
referenčních materiálů a vzorků hornin shromážděných přímo na nalezištích mědi v Íránu. Vzorky 
z Íránu byly následně na místě roztříděny zkušeným geologem a množství mědi v daných vzorcích 
bylo změřeno na Univerzitě v Clausthalu, SRN. Výsledné kalibrační křivky byly silně nelineární, 
přestože byly sestaveny i z měření referenčních vzorků. Kalibrační křivku bylo možné rozložit na 
několik dílčích tak, že závislost intenzity měděné čáry na množství mědi se nacházela v jiném trendu 
pro jednotlivé druhy hornin. Rozdělení kalibrační křivky je zpravidla přisuzováno tzv. matričnímu 
jevu, který silně ovlivňuje měření metodou LIBS. Jinými slovy, pokud určujeme množství analytu ve 
vzorcích s různou matricí, je výsledná kalibrační křivka sestavená pouze z jedné proměnné (intenzity 
zvolené spektrální čáry analytu) nepřesná. Navíc, normalizace takto vytvořených kalibračních křivek 
k intenzitě spektrální čáry matrčního prvku nevedla k výraznému zlepšení linearity. Je obecně 
nemožné vybrat spektrální čáru jednoho matričního prvku pokud jsou analyzovány prvky 
s komplexním složením matric. Chemometrické metody, jmenovitě regrese hlavních komponent 
(angl. PCR) a regrese metodou nejmenších čtverců (angl. PLSR), byly použity v multivariační 
kvantitatvní analýze, tj. za použití více proměnných/spektrálních čar analytu a matričních prvků. Je 
potřeba brát v potaz, že PCR a PLSR mohou vyvážit matriční jev pouze do určité míry. Dále byly 
vzorky úspěšně roztříděny pomocí analýzy hlavních komponent (angl. PCA) a Kohonenových map na 
základě složení matričních prvků (v anglické literatuře se objevuje termín ‚spectral fingerprint‘) 
Na základě teorie a experimentálních měření byl navržen algoritmus pro spolehlivé třídění a 
kvantifikaci neznámých vzorků. Tato studie by měla přispět ke zpracování dat naměřených in-situ 
přístrojem pro dálkovou LIBS analýzu. Tento přístroj je v současnosti vyvíjen v Brně na Vysokém 
učení technickém. Toto zařízení bude nenahraditelné při kvantifikaci a klasifikaci vzorků pouze 
tehdy, pokud bude použito zároveň s chemometrickými metodami a knihovnami dat. Pro tyto účely 
byla již naměřena a testována část knihoven dat v zaměření na aplikaci metody LIBS do těžebního 
průmyslu. 
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1. LASER-INDUCED BREAKDOWN SPECTROSCOPY 
 
The LIBS measurement is based on the laser-induced plasma (LIP) formation and (in most cases) 
time-resolved detection of its radiation. Despite the relative simplicity of the LIBS measurement the 
phenomenon of plasma formation is very complex. In following chapters, the mainstream instruments 
for LIBS are described with brief note on the rarely used ones. More detailed theoretical information 
on the fundamentals of LIP properties and consecutive spectral analysis (LIBS in general) can be 
found in the books [2, 3, 4] or in the recent comprehensive review articles [5, 6, 7]. 
LIBS is becoming popular technique among other atomic emission spectroscopy (AES) techniques 
[8]. LIBS can probe samples in any state of matter (solid, liquid, gaseous) and obtained spectra can 
give complex information about the elemental composition of the sample under study, the so-called 
chemical fingerprint. LIBS excels due to its simple, versatile and relatively low-cost instrumentation 
on one hand and analytical flexibility on the other. The sampling rate is limited only by the frequency 
of the laser or the readout of the detector. The application of LIBS scattered among various 
applications (on-line analysis, heterogeneity and quality control in steel industry, mineralogy, mining, 
space objects investigation, archaeology, cultural heritage, medical applications, biological samples, 
environmental analysis, bioremediation). 
LIBS is capable of fast analysis resulting in bulky data sets. Each single sample is represented by a 
unique set of variables forming complex matrix. Due to the complexity of the sample matrices the 
univariate analysis (classification or quantification) may be misleading and result in false positives, 
i.e. an unknown sample is wrongly classified or the content of the analyte in an unknown sample is 
incorrectly estimated. Data mining is provided utilizing advanced statistical algorithms of 
chemometrics [9, 10, 11]. The applications of LIBS using chemometric algorithms are detailed in [12, 
13]. 
The potential of the LIBS system is also in the remote and in-situ detection of difficult-to-reach or 
hazardous objects. Fortes and Laserna [14] brought an extensive study on the field-portable LIBS 
instruments, distinguishing among portable, remote and stand-off detection. Sallé et al. [15] studied 
only the stand-off LIBS for open-path applications and explained the fundamentals of stand-off 
system. Harmon et al. [16] investigated the performance of portable LIBS system in the analysis of 
minerals and geomaterials. Field-portable LIBS systems increase in general the flexibility and 
applicability of the LIBS in respect to the other AES techniques. 
LIBS becomes one of the effective analytical techniques in the industry for real-time and in-situ 
analysis. Moreover, the sensitivity and repeatability of the LIBS system is competitive to the other 
AES techniques [8]. The recent trend in the field of LIBS is to press down the costs of 
instrumentation and to make the system more compact and robust, figure 1. 
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Figure 1, advanced LIBS devices (from left to right): stand-off LIBS system during the measurement of the facade 
of the historical building in Malaga, Spain (the group of Javier Lasserna); handheld LIBS (Lasersec Systems) for direct 
analysis; LIBS device attached directly to the mining machine (the group of Reinhard Noll); ChamCam LIBS system 
attached to the Mars Rover, Curiosity. 
 
1.1. SETUP FOR LIBS 
Almost every LIBS device is custom built and optimized for case studies. Though the basic LIBS 
instrumentation stays unchanged. The scheme of a basic LIBS setup with interaction (or vacuum) 
chamber is depicted on figure 2. For detailed information on the properties of individual instruments 
utilized in LIBS experiment refer to [2, 4]. 
Usually, the laser pulse impacts the sample surface perpendicularly from above. The most common 
LIBS device employs a Q-switched high energy solid-state Nd:YAG laser, lasing at its fundamental 
wavelength (1064 nm) or at lower harmonics (532, 366 and 266 nm) when the laser is equipped with 
non-linear crystals. The lasers are usually operated at a frequency of 10 or 20 Hz with the pulse width 
of units of ns (typically 6 – 10 ns). Laser pulses of energies of hundreds mJ are delivered with 
Gaussian or flat-top pulse profile. Laser pulse is focused into a tight spot (typically several hundreds 
of µm) in order to obtain an increase of its irradiance. The spot size is important in the LIBS analysis, 
e.g. in the mapping of the sample surface where the lateral resolution increases with a lower laser 
spot. LIBS measurements are usually run in ambient atmospheric conditions which are of academic 
and industrial interest due to the in-situ applications. 
The radiation of the plasma is collected by simple optical system (consisting of one or several lenses, 
ellipsoidal/spherical mirror or lens/mirror collector) from above or perpendicularly from a side of the 
plasma plume. Collected radiation is then introduced via optical cables or directly via collecting 
optics on the entrance slit of the spectrometer. Spectrometers in the echelle, Czerny-Turner and 
Paschen-Runge configuration are widely-spread. Each spectrometer offers different positives and 
negatives compared with each other (e.g. spectral range, spectral resolution, and optical throughput) 
[4]. The most suitable spectrometer should be chosen based on the application, for instance the 
spectrum of a steel sample is very dense which requires a good spectral resolution for reliable 
analysis. Dispersed LIP radiation is then detected. Several types of detectors may be utilized, such as 
photomultiplier tube (PMT), CCD, ICCD, etc. The detectors differ in their properties and parameters 
and should be selected according to the application and selected spectrometer. Among the main 
parameters belong number of sensitive elements, quantum efficiency, spectral range, and the 
possibility of temporally gated detection. 
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Figure 2, the scheme of a basic LIBS setup; M – mirror, L – focusing lens, PM – pierced mirror for the collection of plasma 
radiation from above, W1 – transparent window, W2 – transparent windows for side view/collection, G – gas inlet, S – 
sample, V – vacuum pump, TS – translation stage, FO – fibre optics 
 
1.2. LASER-INDUCED PLASMA 
A typical LIP is formed utilizing short high energy laser pulse where the target is exposed to the 
irradiance of up to GW.cm-2. This irradiance is common in LIBS experiments (utilizing ns lasers) 
while it has been found that consequent laser ablation is stoichiometric [2]. 
In general, a LIP produced by a short Q-switched laser pulse is different to plasma produced by a 
continuous source. The main difference is in the short persistence (usually units of µs) and rapid 
evolution of a LIP induced by Q-switched lasers. The spatial and temporal evolution of the LIP 
formation is depicted on figure 3. The luminous micro-plasma is produced when the high-energy laser 
pulse is focused on the sample surface (1). The nanosecond laser pulse transmits high power onto the 
small area of the sample (in the range of GW/cm2) during the impact, i.e. laser/matter interaction. 
Sample begins to heat, melt and evaporate even during the laser pulse duration (2). Small amount of 
the sample and ambient gas is ablated and a LIP is formed accompanied with characteristic sound of 
the ultrasonic shockwave (3). The shockwave is produced by an ultrasonic expansion of the plasma 
plume. 
Plasma starts to spread outward into the space (4) (against the direction of the laser pulse when the 
surface is considered) with ultrasonic velocity (~105 cm/s) even during the laser pulse impact on the 
surface of the sample (4). Based on this expansion the plume appears pear- or cigar-shaped. Due to 
inverse Bremsstrahlung, the plasma is opaque concerning the NIR laser radiation. Thus the laser is 
absorbed by the plasma, shielding the sample surface from the laser. Therefore no more mass of the 
sample can be ablated and the laser pulse transmits the rest of its energy only into the plasma, this 
phenomenon is simply called plasma shielding. 
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Figure 3, scheme of the temporal and spatial LIP evolution [4]. 
In early stages of the temporal evolution a LIP is highly ionized. Therefore, detected radiation of the 
plasma suffers from the Bremsstrahlung and electron-ion recombination. This radiation carries no 
meaningful analytical information and is usually gated-out during the detection. As plasma plume 
(highly ionized) expands into the space thus loses its energy and starts to atomize. Particles forming 
the plasma are excited to higher quantum states because of the high temperature and particle 
interactions. While relaxing the ions and atoms emit the specific radiation (in the sense of 
characteristic wavelengths) which is detected and can serve for the purpose of spectroscopic analysis 
(4-8). The plasma temperature dynamically changes in the course of persistence of a LIP, when in the 
beginning of the plasma formation the temperature reaches tens of 103K. The energy of the plasma is 
dissipated due to the emission of the characteristic radiation, recombination of the species within the 
plasma and the expansion of the plasma plume. Consequently, the plasma temperature rapidly 
decreases [17]. 
There are no restrictions for the state of matter (solid, liquid or gaseous) from which LIP could be 
formed. Therefore, laser pulse can be focused onto the surface of solids/liquids or into the bulk of 
liquids/gases to form a LIP. The limit irradiance of the laser pulse needed to generate a LIP is defined 
as the breakdown threshold. This limit differs with a substance to be analysed and as well with 
parameters of employed laser pulse [2]. The creation of the plasma and its properties has convoluted 
dependency on the following variables: laser irradiance, laser wavelength, duration of the laser pulse, 
laser-matter interaction (depending on the state of the matter the different threshold energy for 
breakdown and plasma formation is needed), ambient gas (air, He, Ar …) and its pressure, vacuum 
conditions, etc. 
While observing spectral lines and analysing their intensities qualitative and quantitative information 
is obtained. Nevertheless, quantitative analysis is not a trivial task. The intensity of the line depends 
on the amount of the element within the plasma and as well on the properties of the LIP. The shape of 
a spectral line can be approximated with a Voigt profile function, which is a convolution of Gaussian 
and Lorentzian profile functions. The Doppler broadening (related to the Gaussian profile) is caused 
by the expansion of the plasma plume and disorderly movement of the light emitting particles with 
respect to the direction of detection. The Stark effect (related to the Lorentzian profile) is a 
consequence of local electric fields formed by charged particles in the neighbourhood of emitting 
particles. 
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1.3. LASER-INDUCED PLASMA PROPERTIES 
Properties of a LIP are dependent on the matrix of the sample, laser pulse properties (its duration, 
energy, and wavelength) and ambient gas surrounding the sample. Produced by a high energy pulsed 
laser pulse, LIP undergoes rapid changes in chemical composition, its temperature and density. The 
persistence of a LIP can be in the range of units of microseconds. Typical LIP is spatially 
inhomogeneous and its characteristic parameters evolve with time [7]. Temporal and spatial evolution 
of a LIP can be described by e.g. electron number density and electron temperature. The electron 
number density can be directly evaluated from the broadening of a spectral line (for instance H or Fe 
(I) 538.34 nm). The plasma temperature is usually estimated from the Boltzmann plot which 
construction requires the particles of the plasma to obey Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. For those 
purposes, optically thin plasma and local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) have to be considered for 
further evaluation of physical parameters [2, 4, 5, 7]. 
The concept of optically thin plasma assumes that all the emitted photons escape the plasma plume 
[17]. When this condition is not fulfilled then a LIP is optically thick and self-absorption takes place. 
Self-absorption describes the phenomenon when emitted photons are absorbed within the plasma. In 
this case, detected spectral lines do not have Voigt profile and further analysis based on those lines 
could be misleading and results inaccurate. To avoid possible self-absorption, the non-resonant lines 
should be used, i.e. lines which do not originate from the quantum transition containing quantum 
ground state. 
The electrons, atoms, ions and molecules forming up a plasma plume are described by various forms 
of energies (e.g. kinetic, excitation and ionization). Furthermore, all processes within the plasma have 
to be balanced and characterized by a single temperature. Then we can assume that the plasma is 
found in the state of a complete thermodynamic equilibrium. However, this state does not occur in 
laser-induced plasmas due to its rapid temporal evolution. As Hahn and Omenetto [5] stated, the 
process of excitation of atoms by collisions with electrons is equal to the reverse deactivation process 
(collisions of second kind), collisional ionization is equal to three-body collisional recombination, and 
radiation emitted is equal to the radiation absorbed. When we consider only quantum transition above 
certain level for describing the achievement of the equilibrium then plasma is in a state of partial local 
thermodynamic equilibrium. 
In the LIBS literature it is a standard to use the so-called McWhirter criterion which is necessary, but 
not sufficient, to ensure the occurrence of complete and partial LTE within the LIP [5]. The 
McWhirter criterion stays as follows [2]: 
  ≥ 1.6 ∙ 10/ΔE, (1.1) 
where 	 is electron density, 	 is electron temperature, and ΔE	 is the highest 
energy of the quantum transition for which the condition is valid. This criterion implies that atomic 
and ionic quantum states are populated and depopulated mainly by collisions. When this equation 
holds, the non-equlibrium of radiative energy can be neglected [2] and for each part of the plasma 
plume it is possible to find a temperature that satisfies the Boltzmann, Saha and Maxwell 
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distributions. It is noteworthy that McWhirter criterion is valid only in rudimentary stages of the LIP 
formation when the electrons and ions forms the major part of the plasma plume composition. 
The computation of the electron temperature  	is based on the Boltzmann plot method for selected 
elemental lines [2]. Those lines are of the same element found in the same ionization stage but 
originating from different upper energy levels. As can be derived from the Boltzmann distribution, the 
integrated line intensity  (number of transitions per unit volume per unit time) is as follows [2]: 
  =   = !"#$"%&'(
)"/*'( . (1.2) 
The Boltzmann plot method requires the information about the intensity of more elemental lines of 
the same element. Then we can obtain a temperature which is responsible for the distribution of the 
species population among those quantum states. Applying the natural logarithm the equation (1.8) can 
be transformed into a well-known formula [2]: 
 ln - ."#!"#$"/ = ln 0
1&
%&'(2 −
)"
*'(. (1.3) 
As it was already mentioned, the composition of the LIP is rapidly changing with time. The higher 
concentration of electrons and ionized species in the early stages of the plasma causes local electric 
fields. Consequently, the presence of the electric field affects the quantum transition of the particle 
from the excited state resulting in the shifted wavelength of the emitted photon. This phenomenon is 
called the Stark effect [2], its presence is observable by broadened spectral lines in the obtained 
spectrum. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) refers to the Stark broadening of the line 
Δ45678* (nm) [2]: 
 Δ49:;<= = 2? 0 1(@AB2. (1.4) 
where ? is the electron impact parameter (or electron impact half-width). The broadening by other 
sources (natural, Doppler, instrumental, etc.) are usually omitted. The Stark width of the line is then 
directly estimated as the width of selected spectral line. Therefore the electron density can be directly 
evaluated from the Stark broadening. For instance, the electron number density was calculated from 
the broadening of atomic iron line Fe (I) 538.34 nm by Bengoechea et al. [18]. 
To conclude this part, during the temporal evolution of the plasma the temperature can reach 6000 – 
20000 K and the electron density 1017 – 1019 cm-3 [17]. The plasma electron excitation temperature 
	 and the electron density 	 can be obtained from the plasma emission data. Assuming 
those parameters, laser-induced plasma has to be found in the state of local thermodynamic 
equilibrium for reliable quantitative analysis. [2, 4, 5, 7] 
 
1.4. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 
The detected radiation of the plasma gives overall information of the elemental composition of the 
sample (so-called chemical fingerprint). Every sample is represented by the unique collection of 
spectrally resolved lines. The quantitative analysis can be done while inspecting the intensities of the 
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lines in LIP spectra. However, theoretical assumptions have to be done to ensure the reliability of the 
analysis. 
In atomic absorption spectroscopy, the intensity of absorbed light can be related to the properties of 
the matter in which the light was absorbed (Beer-Lambert law) [19]. Analogically, the intensity of the 
detected spectral line can be related to the amount of corresponding element in the plasma plume. 
Furthermore, let’s assume that the plasma is in LTE and detected lines are optically thin, moreover, 
that the laser ablation is stoichiometric, i.e. the composition of the plasma plume reflects the 
composition of the spot from which it was induced [2]. The calibration curve, curve of growth, can be 
constructed via regression analysis where the intensity of the elemental line is plotted as a function of 
the concentration of corresponding analyte. A set of standardized samples, with known concentrations 
of the element of interest, have to be measured to calibrate the system for further analysis of unknown 
samples and as well to establish the limits of detections (LOD) of the LIBS system. 
In general, small shot-to-shot fluctuations are obtained when ablating small amount of material, even 
from the surface of the homogenized standard sample. This uncertainty is described by a relative 
standard deviation (RSD) and usually yields in few percent. Signal fluctuations arise from the non-
uniform conditions for LIP formation (such as the instability of the laser energy, sample roughness, 
and inhomogeneity of the sample composition). The latter is the main issue reducing the repeatability 
of the LIBS measurement. Regardless of the limitations, the LIBS sensitivity is well under the ppm 
level for trace elements in solids or liquids. 
The limit of detection is the point where we can distinguish signal of an analyte from the background, 
it is not the point referring to the smallest concentration that can be measured. The limit of 
quantification (LOQ), or the limit of determination, is agreed to be: 
 CDE = 3.3CDG ≈ 10 I5, (1.5) 
where Jis the standard deviation of the spectral part referred to the analyte in the blank sample, 9 is 
the slope of the calibration curve. 
The slope of the calibration curve denotes the sensitivity of the measuring system. In general it is 
valid, the steeper the slope the more sensitive the calibration curve. Linearity means that as the 
amount of an element increases, so does the related intensity, up to a point called the limit of linearity 
(LOL). Then as the amount of the analyte is increased the intensity levels off and the calibration curve 
loses its sensitivity. It is therefore crucial to work on the linear part of the curve to get reliable data for 
the unknown amount of the analyte present. The flattening of the calibration curve is caused by the 
saturation of a selected elemental line. The linearity of the calibration curve breaks when the 
elemental line becomes saturated, i.e. the intensity of the elemental line is not linearly dependent on 
the content of the element in the samples. For this reason, a spectral line of the analyte has to be 
picked carefully for the calibration process.  
It has to be stressed that the plasma properties are related to the laser-matter interaction. This complex 
phenomenon is called the matrix effect [2, 4]. The intensity of spectral lines of the same element (of 
the same amount) can differ significantly when measured in two samples with different matrices. 
Matrix effect is identical within each individual class of matrices. Thus, for each matrix class a unique 
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calibration curve can be determined. This is then valid for all samples within this class. Consequently, 
each matrix class has its own calibration curve. Therefore, it should be discussed how to compensate 
the matrix effect or even how to avoid its occurrence. 
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2. CHEMOMETRICS 
In general, the LIBS measurement results in bulky data sets where each sample is represented by 
series of spectra (each spectrum provides information on up to 60000 spectral features). Chemometric 
algorithms are established methods for classification and multivariate calibration of such complex and 
large datasets. The Kohonen Map’s algorithm was omitted from this short course on the dissertation 
thesis. 
LIBS has already been used for quantitative analysis of mineral samples including the field-portable 
device [20, 21, 22]. Multivariate statistical approaches for identification of different kinds of rocks 
and minerals were employed using both laboratory bench-top and stand-off LIBS systems [23]. 
Harmon et al. [23] proved the possibility of ascertaining the provenance of conflict minerals 
employing partial least square discriminant analysis of LIBS spectra. Bousquet et al. [24] tested the 
hypothesis that the most significant differences between soils come from the varying amounts of 
matrix elements. 
The group of A. W. Miziolek from the U.S. Army Research Laboratory has long-term experiences in 
combining the outcomes of LIBS with the analysing power of chemometrics [1, 25, 26]. The stand-off 
detection of biological samples and their discrimination was as well tested [27]. The LIBS analysis on 
the biological samples can be found elsewhere [28, 29]. The group of D. Cremers introduced the new 
algorithm for discrimination of biological samples into more groups by step-by-step approach [30]. 
2.1. PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS AND RELATED 
ALGORITHMS 
PCA discovers latent relationships between phenomenological results (in our case spectra) and 
intrinsic properties of the studied sample (here chemical composition). PCA is a projection method 
that creates new coordinate system formed by latent variables, i.e. the principal components, which 
describe major trends in data set in the least square sense. [9, 10, 11] 
TRANSFORMATION OF THE DATA MATRIX 
PCA involves an abstract mathematical transformation of the original data matrix and can be 
represented by the equation [9]: 
 K = LM+ O, (2.1a) 
 P = ∑ :7!7R S7 + , (2.1b) 
where O	 × U is the error matrix compensating the deviation of the model data to the original data 
set. The product of TP can be regarded as a model of the data that is an approximation to the original 
data set, when the error is represented by this error matrix O. The index i describes the individual 
samples (observations), index j stands for the individual variables (wavelengths) and index a refers to 
the number of principal components. It is possible to calculate any number of PCs as desired while 
the optimal number of PCs can be determined by various methods. The maximal number of PCs is 
equal to the maximal number of output variables. The number of used principal components is crucial 
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for the resulted modelling of the data matrix. When not enough principal components are used, the 
data matrix is not well modelled. On the other hand, using too many principal components leads to an 
overfitting and to introduction of redundant information and noise into the model. 
The data matrix X consists of experimental data where each measurement is assigned a row and the 
relevant information, in our case wavelength, is organized into corresponding columns. In the PCA 
algorithm, the data matrix is decomposed and substituted by the product of two new matrices, the 
scores matrix L	 ×   and loadings matrix M	 × U, where A is the total number of estimated 
principal components. The projection of the points (samples, observations) in the X-space onto the 
principal component gives the related value, called a score. The scores represent the distribution of 
the points in the principal component space according to their variance. The loadings show the most 
important spectral variables (wavelengths) responsible for this variation. The PCA algorithm 
withdraws the highest variation among the data iteratively when creating the individual principal 
components. Always, the first principal component stands for the most variation among the data. In 
mathematical terms, first principal component is the linear combination that best estimates the 
original variable in the sense of smallest least squares. 
In this approach, it is expected that samples from the same class will form one cluster, based on 
similarity in their spectra. The PCA transformed result confines all relevant dimensions that include 
spectral re-assemblance belonging to one class onto one single principle component. Thus, a 
multidimensional problem can get reduced to a single dimension, simply by neglecting irrelevant 
information and transforming the relevant information onto one dimension. 
VISUALISATION 
Scores of the principal components are cross-plotted while preserving the dominant patterns among 
the original data. Loading vectors can be inspected for giving the information about the importance of 
the individual variable. Less significant variables can be discarded from the computation without 
changing the resulting model. Nevertheless, this step has to be done carefully with respect to the case 
of the study. 
PCA, as a least squares algorithm, is severely affected by the outliers, data strongly deviating from 
the rest of the data set. Therefore, it is beneficial to apply the PCA without any further analysis but 
the search for outliers. Due to the reduced dimensionality, those can be unambiguously identified 
simply by inspecting plots based on the first few PCs. Then, after removing the disturbing outlying 
data points, the PCA analysis can be repeated with an improved accuracy [30]. 
REGRESSION 
Principal components can be further used for quantification analysis, in the so-called principal 
component regression (PCR) algorithm. In the first step PCA algorithm is used on the obtained data 
matrix to reduce the dimensionality and to take into account the structure of the data matrix, in other 
words to create the principal components. The vector y, representing observed outcomes, is regressed 
onto the score matrix T [9]: 
 V = LW, (2.2) 
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where s is the vector of regression coefficients, whose dimensions are equal to the number of selected 
principal components. PCR model is then expressed by the regression coefficients vector s and 
loadings matrix P, acquired in the first step. After transforming the vector s back using PCA loadings, 
the estimation of regression coefficients is possible with characterization of the original model. 
When PCA is extended to a data set divided into two or more matrices (containing dependent and 
independent variables) the algorithm is transformed to a so-called PLS analysis [9]. The main 
difference is that the PLS algorithm models as well the contribution in the variables in Y matrix, 
equations. PLS then relates two matrices, the X matrix (containing the measured spectroscopic data, 
observations, and factors) and the Y matrix (consisting of classifiers, response, calibration data, and/or 
observed outcomes). If there is only one variable in the matrix Y, then the equations can be simplified 
to the form [10]: 
 K = LM+ O,	
  W = XY + Z, (2.3a) 
 P = ∑ :7S7!7R + ,	
     [ = ∑ \77!7R + ]. (2.3b) 
where c, and f are vectors related to loadings and residuals in the y space, respectively. U is 
comparable to the scores matrix. This algorithm is named PLS1 or PLS regression (PLSR). PLS-DA 
(partial least squares discriminant analysis) is used for data classification where the values in the 
vector y refer to classifiers or the numbers of a class membership of samples under investigation.  
The equation for a general solution of regression employing PLS algorithm is as follows [9]: 
 W = K^ + Z, (2.4a) 
 [ = ∑ P_`R + ], (2.4b) 
where the PLS regression coefficient vector ^ gives the relation between the PLS weights [9]. It is 
valid for all of the PCA and PLS algorithms, once the model is established with training data, 
unknown samples can be classified or quantified. 
Erikson et al. [11] concluded the difference between PCA and PLS as follows: 
 “PCA is a maximum variance least squares projection of X, whereas the 
PLS is a maximum covariance model of the relationship between X and Y.” 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL 
In the experimental part, two other case studies were omitted from in this short course of the 
dissertation thesis. However, the most important results were kept and discussed in detail. 
LIBS SETUP 
The experimental LIBS setup constructed in the laboratory at BAM in Berlin, Germany is depicted on 
the figure 4. The setup was utilized for measurements of all soil samples (certified reference materials 
and real samples collected directly at copper mines in north-west region of Iran, near Sungun village). 
The LIBS setup consisted of a diode pumped solid state (DPSS) Nd:YAG laser (Titan AC 50 MM, 
Atum lasers, Germany; operated at 10 Hz, 1064 nm, 10 ns). Laser pulse (of irradiance 11 GW.cm-2) 
was focused from above onto the sample using a planoconvex lens (]a= 100 mm) into a tight spot 
~0.2 mm in diameter (0.25 mm when laser Continuum was utilized). The samples in the form of 
homogenized fine dust were pressed onto the surface of double sided adhesive tape (DST). Samples 
were then placed on a motorized translational stage to provide a fresh spot for every laser pulse. After 
the impact of short laser pulse to the surface of a sample a luminous LIP was created. The radiation 
from a LIP was collected with a large aperture collector-collimator (Andor CC52, f/2) placed 250 mm 
form the interaction region at a 30°angle with respect to the incident laser-pulse-path. The collector 
was coupled to a 400 µm optical fibre which delivered light at the entrance slit of an echelle 
spectrometer. Two wings echelle spectrometer Aryelle Butterfly (LTB, Germany; resolving power of 
25000 in the first wing and 15000 in the second one) dispersed the plasma light in the range from 190 
to 420 nm in the first wing and from 300 to 950 nm in the other wing. The echelle spectrometer 
utilized for the spectral analysis consisted of two wings with partly overlapping spectral regions. 
Obviously, it is advantageous to observe the spectra with broader spectral range. For this reason, 
continuous light emission from reference sources (tungsten and deuterium lamps) was observed and 
the correction function was estimated. The correction factor provides the possibility to analyse any 
sample using both wings of the spectrometer. Spectra observed by both wings of the spectrometer can 
be combined when the spectra multiplied by the corresponding correction function. 
  
Figure 4, experimental LIBS setup constructed at BAM in Berlin, Germany. 
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The spectral information was recorded by an ICCD (Andor iStar 734, 1024x1024 pixels with the 
effective pixel size 13x13 µm). The ICCD was operated at 120x gain and 1x1 pixel binning. 
Throughout the experiment the 5 µs exposition of the ICCD was delayed by 0.4 µs. The optimization 
process was aimed to obtain the best value of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The whole LIBS setup was 
triggered by a delay generator (DG535, Stanford Research Systems). Due to a lower light sensitivity 
of the camera above the 600 nm the final range of a complete detected spectrum was 190 – 600 nm. 
The timing of the experiment was optimized for each case study individually. Representative number 
of 200 laser pulses per sample (10 consecutive laser pulses were accumulated in each of 20 spectra) 
was chosen for statistical lowering of possible differences among the spectra of one sample caused by 
the sample inhomogeneity.  
SPECTRAL LINES SELECTION AND DATA PREPROCESSING 
The igneous rocks can be completely discriminated by observing the differences in the amount of 
matrix elements (Al, Ca, Na, K, and Si) [31]. This means that the contribution of matrix elements is 
supposed to be the most influential in the classification process. To test this hypothesis, the PCA 
algorithm was applied on the data set of Oreas samples measured. The whole spectra were analysed, 
i.e. without any inclination to the matrix elements. Loadings of the first principal component which 
describes the most amount of variation among data are depicted on figure 5. This figure shows only a 
part of the whole observable spectral range, though the most eventful one. In general it is valid, the 
higher the loading value of a spectral line the more influential the spectral line for rock type 
discrimination. In the spectra the highest peaks which belong to the matrix elements Al, Ca, and Si 
are highlighted. Mg lines were omitted while they are not considered to be a mean for general 
classification of rocks (QAPF diagram) [31]. Though, the contribution of Mg seems to be the most 
influential in this particular case. This result is in good agreement with the experimental work of 
Bousquet et al. [24] in which only matrix lines are used to completely discriminate the soil samples. 
Spectral lines of matrix elements (Al, Ca, Na, and Si), listed in table 1, were selected for further 
analysis. However, no potassium was observed in the LIP spectra due to the poor sensitivity of the 
camera in the region over 600 nm. During the preprocessing, the spectra of individual samples were 
firstly treated with the Z-test to discard any possible outliers resulting from sample inhomogeneity. 
Afterwards, spectra were normalized to the sum of overall intensities and then averaged. Selected 
spectral lines were fitted with pseudo-Voigt profile. Their intensities were calculated as the area under 
the peak with background subtraction using custom Matlab (version R2012a) software. 
Obtained data were organized to a data matrix in the way that rows refer to the samples 
(measurements) and selected spectral lines (variables) refer to columns. The variation of the data in 
each column was normalized to unity and mean-centered. The whole data matrix was then analysed 
with chemometric algorithms to reveal possible latent variables among the data and to provide the 
classification of the samples. The statistical toolbox in Matlab (PCA, SIMCA, PCR, and PLSR) was 
applied on the data matrix. The data analysis was partly focused on the uni- and multivariate 
calibration of the LIBS system. In our case the main emphasis is given to the quantitative analysis of 
copper in the soil samples. Lines selected for uni- and multivariate analysis are listed in table 2. 
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Table 1, list of elemental lines selected for analysis. 
Elemental 
line 
λ 
nm 
Ei 
eV 
Ej 
eV 
Einstein coeff. 
108 s-1 
Al (I) 308.22 0 4.02 0.63 
Al (I) 309.27 0.014 4.02 0.75 
Al (I) 394.4 0 3.14 0.51 
Al (I) 396.12 0.014 3.14 1.01 
Ca (II) 393.37 0 3.15 1.47 
Ca (II) 396.85 0 3.12 1.44 
Ca (I) 422.7 0 2.93 2.18 
Ca (I) 428.3 1.89 4.78 0.43 
Ca (I) 558.87 2.53 4.74 0.49 
Na (I) 589 0 2.104 0.62 
Na (I) 589.59 0 2.102 0.61 
Si (I) 251.43 0 4.93 0.74 
Si (I) 251.61 0.03 4.95 1.68 
Si (I) 251.92 0.01 4.93 0.55 
Si (I) 288.16 0.78 5.08 2.17 
Si (I) 390.55 1.91 5.08 0.13 
 
Table 2, elemental lines of copper used for the formation of calibration curves. 
Elemental 
line 
λ 
nm 
Ei 
cm-1 
Ej 
cm-1 
Einstein coeff. 
108 s-1 
Cu (I) 324.75 0 3.82 1.37 
Cu (I) 327.39 0 3.79 1.36 
Cu (I) 515.32 3.79 6.19 0.6 
Cu (I) 521.82 3.82 6.19 1.22 
 
 
Figure 5, loadings of the first PC of Oreas without the selection of any regions of interest. 
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3.1. CASE STUDY 
Certified reference materials were chosen to test the constructed LIBS setup, its performance, and 
especially the proposed algorithms for multivariate data analysis. 18 certified samples (ORE, 
Australia) were selected for their wide range of copper amount while the quantitative analysis of 
copper was one of the main concerns in the mining project, samples listed in table 3. Samples are 
divided into three groups according to their matrices which vary mainly (but not only) in the 
composition of matrix elements (Ca, Al, Si, K, and Na), as was already proposed. 
Table 3, list of certified reference materials, OREAS ore standards. 
Item no. matrix Cu / ppm Fe / ppm Al2O3 / ppm CaO / ppm SiO2 / ppm 
O91 siltstone 265 43400 147000 7800 675000 
O92 siltstone 2294 46450 - - - 
O95 mineralised siltstone 25900 8960 133000 4000 587000 
O96 mineralised siltstone 39300 10010 127000 4600 558000 
O97 mineralised siltstone 63100 121800 115000 3600 508000 
O98 mineralised siltstone 148000 196000 75300 2600 334000 
O110 massive sulphide 1620 251000 - - - 
O111 massive sulphide 23700 352000 - - - 
O111b massive sulphide 24700 361000 - - - 
O112 massive sulphide 51000 341000 - - - 
O113 massive sulphide 135000 282000 - - - 
O160 shale/siliceous dolomite 13 11500 50400 1460 887000 
O161 shale/siliceous dolomite 4090 42600 24900 1580 842000 
O162 siliceous dolomite 7720 85700 17000 132000 404000 
O163 siliceous dolomite 17600 110700 32400 8600 634000 
O164 siliceous dolomite 22500 68000 20700 3930 779000 
O165 siliceous dolomite 32000 88600 25900 810 720000 
O166 siliceous dolomite 88200 113800 13800 9800 614000 
 
CLASSIFICATION 
The elemental composition of the members of the siltstone and dolomite groups varies strongly 
especially in the amount of silicon. The data set under investigation is described by variables which 
may be correlated in some way. The cross-plot approach is more difficult to interpret when more 
variables are used to describe the system. For those purposes the PCA algorithm is employed in the 
data analysis. 
PCA was applied to the LIBS measurement of Oreas samples. The data matrix consisted of 14 
variables listed in table 1. The variables were represented by integral of the area under the peak of 
selected spectral lines (Al, Ca, and Si). Only those elements were picked up for the analysis in order 
to compare the results with the PCA analysis of LIBS data to the one of XRF data, results of XRF 
measurement are not shown here. First three principal components covering 96.5% of total variation 
(60.5%, 30%, and 6%) were cross-plotted to investigate the classification of the samples, figure 6. 
Expected grouping is over-shadowed by extremely outlying data points, Oreas160 and Oreas162). 
PCA algorithm is essentially sensitive to outliers due to its least squares property. For this reason, it is 
beneficial to perform the PCA in the first step of the analysis only to detect outliers. 
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The influence of individual spectral lines to the discrimination of standardized samples is 
schematically depicted in loadings plots of the first three PCs, figure 7. The main discrimination 
power may be assigned to content of Al and Si and secondary of Ca, which is supreme in the second 
PC. The scaling of a variable with a lower concentration range results in higher computational error. 
This may be the case of Ca, however further study should be done. It is worth of a repetition that the 
outliers severely affect the estimation of PCA model. Therefore they should be discarded from the 
further analysis (classification and quantification). Those results are shown at the end of this case 
study where classification is beneficially connected with quantitative analysis, figure 10. 
 
Figure 6, PCA scores of LIBS data, a) 1st and 2nd principal component, b) 1st and 3rd principal component. 
 
Figure 7, PCA loadings of LIBS data, a) 1st and 2nd principal component, b) 1st and 3rd principal component. 
Clustering of the data set is possible based on similarities in spectral variables. The data matrix can be 
in further steps disassembled to individual clusters, i.e. groups of samples with similar composition in 
matrix elements. For the very complex data with overlapping groups, this discrimination has to be 
done step by step, as suggested by Multari et al. [30]. In their study, the most distinct group in the PC 
space was taken out of the analysis and then PCA was applied again on the reduced data matrix. With 
this step, the variation within the data set is reduced and formerly overlapping groups may get 
separated. This is repeated until no more overlapping groups are present in the PC space. 
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QUANTIFICATION 
Special attention was paid to the quantitative analysis of copper in the samples (the Cu content 
ranging from 0.2 to 15 wt. %). First step was the univariate quantitative analysis with emphasis to the 
concentration of copper via the formation of calibration curves. Samples of known composition were 
chosen and therefore the performance of the LIBS measurement can be foreseen. Taking into account 
the linearity of the LIBS signal to trace element concentration (this assumption is valid and verified 
for lower concentrations), the calibration curve for copper was plotted, figure 8. The linearity can be 
observed for the intensity of the reference Cu (I) line at 521.82 nm obtained from LIBS measurement. 
When the copper reaches approximately 5 wt. % then the selected copper line is saturated. Linearity 
in the calibration curve breaks and the trend in the calibration curve levels off. 
Three different trends can be observed investigating the calibration plot, figure 8. Note, that the 
outliers detected in the previous step were not in the first step omitted from the qunatitative analysis. 
Different trends of the calibration curves reflect the strong dependency on the matrix effect and 
support the need for classification of the samples prior the quantitative analysis. Limits of detection 
for individual calibration curves were not computed due to the lack of more points forming partial 
calibration curves. Nevertheless, constructing only one calibration curve for the whole data set may 
result in unreliable evaluation of the copper content in unknown samples. 
 
Figure 8, calibration curve for copper in Oreas standards, Cu (I) at 521.82 nm. 
Conventionally another step in quantitative analysis is the introduction of a matrix element line 
linearization of the calibration curve. The selection of a proper line of the matrix element can be 
difficult due to the varying composition of the samples. Lines of matrix elements were chosen to 
match energy of their higher excited state with the one of Cu line at 521.82 nm. The selection of an 
appropriate matrix line is challenging when complex matrices such as those of mineral ores are under 
investigation. Lines of matrix elements (Al, Ca, Na, and Si) were utilized for the calibration curve 
normalization but without any significant success. The improvement in the R2 for partial calibration 
curves was not significant and satisfactory for reliable quantitative analysis. Plots of likewise 
normalized calibration curves are not shown in this work. 
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A typical LIBS spectrum carries abundant information content. This redundancy in spectral 
information may be conveniently used in multivariate analysis [2]. Consequently, the accuracy and 
linearity of the LIBS measurement can be improved by applying more spectral lines of the same 
element at once. A data matrix was constructed from LIBS measurements with the emphasis on four 
copper lines, listed in table 2. Cu concentrations, from table 3, were organized in the calibration 
vector y. Multivariate regression algorithms (PCR and PLSR) were then applied on formerly 
constructed objects. Due to the linear property of multivariate algorithms for quantitative analysis, it 
has to be stressed that only linear data set can be introduced to PCR and PLCR [32]. Therefore, the 
samples with copper content above 5.1 wt. % were omitted from the data matrix. The outliers 
detected with PCA in foregoing steps of the analysis were preserved in order to check the robustness 
of the algorithm in respect of varying sample matrices. 
The performance of PCR and PLSR algorithms were compared. To achieve this, all four principal 
components were gradually added to the model and the mean square error of prediction (MSEP) was 
estimated, not shown. In the plot the data points are a function of principal components when the 
optimal number of PCs can be selected as the global minimum of this function. There is no reason 
why both algorithms should be restricted to the same number of PCs. Though, in this case two PCs 
for PCR (describing 98.9% of total variation) and for PLSR (99.2%) were selected. PCR and PLSR 
models were created and copper contents were predicted based on selected number of principal 
components, not shown. From the inspection of the plot, the PCR model is comparable to the PLSR 
one. The R2 values and MSEP confirm that, Rcde = 0.757 and MSEPcde = 0.016 in respect to Rckle =
0.758 and MSEPckle = 0.015. Though, those results are poor in the sense of coefficient of 
determination. This may be a consequence of vast variation in the content of matrix elements. 
The prediction of PCR and PLSR can be further improved when matrix lines are added into the data 
matrix X. This approach was suggested by Death et al. [33] for the modelling of ore sample 
measurements. The analysis then reflects as well the variance in the matrix elements. Therefore it is 
more likely to obtain better prediction from this kind of a model. Their theoretical assumption was 
then proved by the PCR prediction of Si, Al, and Fe contents in mineral ores. Prior further analysis 
Al, Ca, and Si lines were added to the Cu lines in the data matrix. Thus altered data matrix was then 
analysed with PCR and PLSR algorithms in the same steps as in foregoing case. The number of 
components was for both algorithms chosen after inspection of figure 9a. From the plot is obvious 
that PCR with 6 components may do the same job as PLSR with 5 components in the means of 
MSEP. This result proves the already stated fact that PLSR needs fewer components to create a 
reasonable regression model. 
Copper amounts were predicted employing both algorithms with selected PCs, figure 9b. The PCR 
prediction is slightly better than the PLSR one. However more components were used to model the 
data matrix. Figures of merit confirm this statement, Rcde = 0.92 and MSEPcde = 0.0087 in respect to 
Rckle = 0.917 and MSEPckle = 0.0062. The approach stated by Death et al. results in more accurate 
prediction of the copper content, i.e. in better coefficient of determination R2, than in the case of the 
model with Cu lines only. The PLSR regression model does not require so many components as PCR. 
For this reason the PLSR model may be considered more parsimonious to the data. 
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It the last step of the analysis, the classification and quantitative analysis are beneficially employed 
together. When the samples are isolated in distinct groups based on their matrices, partial calibration 
curves can be plotted. For those purposes, the data matrix was treated from the outliers. Then PCA 
was once more applied, figure 10a, and the reduced data matrix was decomposed into three distinct 
groups. First two PCs depicted in the plot sum up 93.9% (84.7% and 9.2%) of overall variation within 
the reduced data matrix. Afterwards, corresponding calibration curves are plotted, figure 10b. The 
copper content in an unknown sample may be obtained directly from corresponding calibration curve 
without any need for utilization of multivariate regression. It is only necessary to sort the samples 
according to the similarities in the composition of their matrix elements. 
 
Figure 9, a) mean square prediction error for individual PCs, b) predicted copper contents utilizing PCR and PLSR. 
 
Figure 10, reduced data set, a) PCA analysis, b) calibration curve. 
Concluding the quantification part of this case study, the univariate calibration falls apart when 
samples with varying matrices are analysed at once. The prediction power of such constructed 
calibration curve is poor. Therefore samples should be clustered prior the quantitative analysis, in 
order to avoid the uncertainties caused by the matrix effect, and partial calibration curves may be 
plotted to improve the prediction power of quantitative analysis. 
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CONCLUSION 
The results shown in this thesis proved the pertinence of the LIBS in mining industry. The primary 
aim was the determination of copper content in various igneous rocks. It was observed that the matrix 
effect may be significant even for smaller data sets consisting of samples of the same igneous rock. 
Therefore, it is recommended to discriminate the sample set with the emphasis on the similarity in the 
composition of matrix elements. Consequently, more reliable quantitative analysis of trace elements 
may be achieved following this recommendation. 
In the frame of three case studies the various ways of sample pretreatment were tested. The univariate 
calibration curve was successfully utilized with the normalization to selected matrix element for 
limited number of samples. For this reason, the data sets which are more complex were treated with 
multivariate regression algorithms. The multivariate quantitative analysis was provided by the means 
of PCR and PLSR and the performance of both algorithms was compared in detail. PCR and PLSR 
may compensate the matrix effect to a certain extent. Though it was proved in general case (or for 
bigger sample set) is such analysis unsatisfactory. Therefore, PCA was employed on the data set to 
reveal possible outliers and clusters of data/samples when expecting the newly constructed PC space. 
Subsequently, the performance of PCA was then emulated by Kohonen Maps, which are considered 
analogical to PCA. Finally, a robust data set was successfully classified by the means of SIMCA with 
the emphasis on matrix elements. 
As for the experimental part of this thesis, an algorithm for a reliable data analysis was proposed. It is 
recommended in the first step of the analysis to apply PCA algorithm to detect outliers in the data set 
with any further intention. Then PCA should be applied once more to reveal possible clusters based 
on the similarities of the samples in the composition of their matrix elements. Moreover, it is 
beneficial to create partial calibration curve for each data cluster individually. In that way the 
occurrence of the matrix effect can be avoided and reliable and satisfactorily accurate calibration 
curves may be plotted. Besides, the matrix effect may be suppressed to a certain extent when 
multivariate calibration is applied. It is noteworthy that the data matrix may be constructed from lines 
(variables) of matrix elements only to sufficiently more accurately reflect the variance among the 
sample matrices. 
Chemometric algorithms were successfully utilized for the multivariate classification and quantitative 
analysis of LIBS data. Further work using the stand-off LIBS device is therefore scheduled with the 
aim to create necessary data libraries which are irreplaceable part of successful in-situ multivariate 
analysis. 
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SHRNUTÍ 
Výsledky uvedené v této disertační práci potvrzují vhodnost použití metody LIBS v těžebním 
průmyslu. Primárním cílem bylo stanovit množství mědi v různých druzích vyvřelých hornin. Bylo 
zjištěno, že matriční jev může výrazně ovlivnit měření metodou LIBS, přestože byly naměřeny pouze 
malé soubory vzorků stejné horniny. Proto je doporuřeno roztřídit vzorky s ohledem na podobnosti ve 
složení matric, respektive poměry množství matričních prvků. Následně je možné určit množství 
analytu ve vzorku s větší přesností. 
V rámci třech případových studií byly naměřeny vzorky různých magmatických hornin a způsoby 
jejich přípravy před vlastním meřením metodou LIBS. Kalibrační křivky vytvořené pomocí jedné 
spektrální čáry analytu byly úspěšně použity (spolu s linearizací vzhledem ke spektrální čáře 
matričního prvků), ovšem pouze pro omezený rozsah vzorků. Z tohoto důvodu byly komplexnější 
soubory dat analyzovány pomocí multivariačních regresních metod, PCR and PLSR, jejichž výsledky 
byly podrobně srovnány. Multivariační kvantitativní metody mohou vyvážit matriční jev, avšak pouze 
do určité míry. Bylo potvrzeno, že v obecném případě jsou tyto metody nedostačující. Proto byla 
metoda PCA aplikována na soubor dat se záměrem odhalit odlehlé body/vzorky (tj. vzorky výrazně se 
lišící od zbytku dané skupiny nebo celého souboru dat) a skupiny (klastry/shluky) dat/vzorků 
prozkoumáním nově vytvořeného prostoru hlavních komponent. Výsledné zpracovaní dat pomocí 
metody PCA bylo napodobeno pomocí Kohonenových map, které jsou analogické k PCA. Na závěr 
experimentální části byl obsahlý soubor dat úspěšně roztříděn metodou SIMCA s důrazem na 
matriční prvky. 
Na základě experimentálních měření byl ustanoven algoritmus pro spolehlivou analýzu dat. V prvním 
kroku je tedy doporuřeno použít metodu PCA na soubor dat výhradně k detekci odlehlých dat/vzorků. 
Poté je vhodné použít metodu PCA znovu se záměrem roztřídit soubor dat na jednotlivé skupiny 
podle podobnosti ve složení jejich matric. Následně je možné vytvořit kalibrační křivky samostatně 
pro jednotlivé skupiny vzorků. Takto vytvořené kalibrační křivky jsou dostatečně přesné pro použití 
v těžebním průmyslu. Tímto způsobem je možné dostatečně předejít matričnímu jevu a výrazně tak 
omezit jeho negativní účinek na LIBS měření. Navíc, matriční efekt lze do určité míry eliminovat i 
pomocí multivariačních metod PCR and PLSR. Je vhodné zmínit, že jednotlivé vzorky mohou být 
dostatečně reprezentovány pouze použitím spektrálních čar matričních prvku. 
Chemometrické algoritmy byly úspěšně použity při multivariační kvantifikaci a klasifikaci 
magmatických hornin naměřených metodou LIBS. Dalším cílem stavějícím na základech položených 
touto disertační prací je vytvoření knihoven dat, které následně budou nenahraditelnou součástí 
úspěšné in-situ multivariační analýzy. 
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